
Our innovative and growing company is looking for an audit consultant. To join our
growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for audit consultant

Ensures processed records and transactions are in compliance with business
partners’ departmental policies and procedures, state / federal regulations,
and internal / external audit requirements
Completes all required QA audits for assigned product line (s) based on QA
Audit Plan and customer expectations
Leads QA review process including engagement, ongoing meetings,
presentation of findings and recommendations (Results Reports) to
management during and at the conclusion of audits
Maintains engagement despite obstacles, striving to finish what is started and
staying on track to achieve goals
Demonstrates solid QA Review and or project management skills including,
critical thinking, ability to coordinate and balance multiple projects or QA
audits in a time-sensitive environment, under pressure, and meeting
deadlines
Prepares QA Monthly Results Report(s) including Executive Summaries and
Monthly Detailed Reports that includes finding and recommendations, and
trending analysis
Recognizes opportunities or potential problems before they become obvious
by seeking input from a range of sources, including insights beyond one’s
own area of responsibility
Generates value-add ideas to enhance business performance including, but
not limited to proposing adjustments to QA Audit Questions / Attributes (if
needed)
Develops more complex quality and internal control reviews to identify
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Writes and speaks in a compelling manner, altering the communication
approach based on target audience

Qualifications for audit consultant

Minimum Bachelor's Degree in Accounting, Finance or Information
Technology
Business line utility experience is preferred
A Bachelor’s degree is required, ideally in Accounting or Business
3+ plus years of progressive internal audit experience at a publicly traded
company that includes experience in a risk-based audit environment
Internal audit experience in a Big 4 firm
Appropriate audit certification and foreign language skills


